Abstract-This note clarifies aspects of impulse invariance and, in particular, the handling of multiple-order poles. The user is currently faced with incorrect formulas and Matlab software. The problems are discussed, and a method valid for any order poles is presented via a numerical example using original Matlab code.
I. INTRODUCTION
The impulse-invariant method of IIR digital filter design from a given analog filter is useful both in filter design and especially in discrete-time simulation of continuous-time systems. It avoids the frequency warping of the bilinear transform and preserves both magnitude and phase characteristics. In the practical use of the method, it is clearly desirable that the code used in its implementation be valid for the general case involving both single-and multiple-order poles (e.g., a common application situation being a simulated plant having multiple poles at the origin). The most prominent available works ([1]- [3] ) contain errors.
In the impulse-invariant method, the impulse response is preserved, aside from the constant scalar At, by setting h ( n ) = At .h,(nAt) = At . LT-' { H , ( s ) } ItZnat with subscript "e" for "continuous-time" and where the At factor cancels the l / A t factor introduced by sampling, resulting in
In the absence of aliasing, which can never occur for a finite-order transfer function H,(s) but can be nearly true for a lowpass-type H,(jS2) and oversampling H(e3") = Hc(jw/At), /wI < T .
(1b)
Under the assumption of no aliasing of either z c ( t ) or h c ( f ) , it is easily proved that y(n) = x,(nAt) * h,(aAt) is equal to
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y,jnAt) = z,(t) * c h,(t) evaluated at t = nAt, where *c represents continuous-time convolution; that is exact simulation. However, even in the unachievable case of no aliasing, the frequency axis is linearly scaled by R = w/At, and the matching of values occurs only for IwI < T ; beyond ?r, the digital filter is periodic, whereas the analog filter is not. Although (lb) would seem to indicate perfect frequency matching, impulse invariance is more "temporally oriented" in the usual case of aliasing, where h ( n ) still equals A t . h,(nAt), whereas (lb) does not exactly hold.
"IMPINVAR" AND MULTIPLE-ORDER POLES
The problems of aliasing, truncation, and s-z mappinglstability preservation are well documented in the literature and are not reviewed here. The transformation of a pole at sm to z , = exp(s,At) is used by Matlab's "impinvar" command to find H ( z ) from H , ( s ) It performs a partial fraction expansion (PFE) of H , ( s ) and uses the same PFE coefficients for H ( z ) but with the transformed poles. However, this procedure [ 11 and, therefore, "impinvar" do not work for multiple-order poles. This is true despite its calls of "residue" and "residuez," which are written for multiple-order poles-a fact implying that impinvar is intended to hold for multipleorder poles. ("Residue" is a misnomer because the PFE coefficients produced are not residues except for that of l / ( s -s, )).
First, one cannot use the PFE coefficients of H,(s) as those of H ( z ) when multiple-order poles are involved because not only are they different, but for each term, H ( z ) has polynomials rather than constants for numerators. In the Matlab routine "impinvar" [I] , it is incorrectly assumed that for f > 1 Second, on sampling, each t "' term (1 5 5 N,, = order of mth pole s m ) becomes Ate-','-', the At'-' altering the coefficient of that term relative to other terms, which is an aspect missing from [l] . In addition, for all cases, including distinct poles, "impinvar" does not perform the conventional global multiplication by At in
The correct "transform" for multiple-order poles is based on the following properties (all sequences in the following expressions are causal): 
where "IMP' represents the impulse-invariant transformation
As one example, we find
The above results, of course, must be applied to each term in the PFE of a given H,(5). For proper rational functions H,(s), there appears to be no simpler expression for H ( s ) in terms of H, (s ) than application of the above results.
where rp is the number of distinct poles, and thus, lV = is the system order.
Finally, in the case of "direct terms" [l] resulting from rational functions H , ( s ) having numerator order M 2 N (e.g., inverse
Chebyshev and elliptic lowpass filters for which M = N ) , impulse invariance cannot be used because one would have to sample the
Dirac delta function &(t) and/or its derivatives in h,(t) at t = O to
obtain h(n = 0), which is impossible.
(It is twice misleadingly stated in [4] that inverse Chebyshev/elliptic filters can be transformed using the impulse-invariant transformation. Only by special tricks [5] can it be done-not by using the methods of [4] and then only at the expense of essentially doubling the filter order.) In Matlab's "impinvar" [l] , the "direct terms" in the case M 2 N are carried along as outputhnput variables of "residue" and "residuez." Specifically, "impinvar" replaces d'ldt' { 6, ( t ) } by the shifted Kronecker delta function S(n -e), which is incorrect. Because M 2 N (e.g., an equiripple filter-even lowpass with M = N ) , the magnitude response does not decline with R for large R. Hence, in the aliasing sum, an infinite number of such tails is added, yielding infinite magnitude at all frequencies. In the time domain, this is observed by, e.g., the presence of 6,(t)Jt,o = ca. No value of At cain correct this. The frequency response must continue to decline witlh R indefinitely if any hope of an approximate Nyquist rate can be proposed. Note that this fact also excludes the leadflag compensators of control systems design from impulse-invariant transformation.
Of course, in many practical cases, when the poles are all distinct and when there are no "direct terms," the approach in "impinvar" then gives correct answers. However, note that poles sufficiently close., yet distinct, are treated by Matlab as multiple-order, thus yielding incorrect results.
Oppenheim and Schafer [2] , [3] provide an illustrative end-ofchapter problem dealing with multiple-order poles for impulse invariance. In the solutions, however, not only is an incorrect (-l)'-' factor introduced in the inverse Laplace transform terms (it is actually "used up" when applying the Laplace transform derivative property), but in addtion, the general formula given in the forward z transform is incorrect.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the correct handling of multiple-order poles (using (8)), consider the following example. Suppose a continuous-time lowpass system has the system function H,(s) = 2914.4(5 + 2)/ { ( s + 4)2 ( s 2 + 6s + 364.3)}, which has unit magnitude at s = 0 and complex poles at s = -3 Np/s kj27r.3 rad/s. We shall determine the discrete-time filter that is produced by impulse invariance. The frequency response of H,( 5) is shown in Fig. 1 . Because N -M = 3, its magnitude continues declining indefinitely; therefore, it is well1 suited for impulse invariance. We see that it is down to about 1% of its maximum value (40 dB down) at 10 Hz. Thus, a sampling frequency of more than 10 Hz (At < 0.1 s) should yield low though still noticeable aliasing at high frequencies. The PFE for H,(s) is Fig. 2 for At = 0.03 s. The aliasing is low to moderate and is most marked, as expected, at high frequencies. The correctness of these discrepancies has been verified quantitatively by numerically computing the theoretical aliasing sums in (la); they are in exact agreement with the numerical version of (llb) plotted in Fig. 2 . The aliasing is visually evident in the plots only for frequencies for which the magnitude response is down 50 dB or more from its maximum value-where such discrepancies are insignificant. As At is reduced below 0.03 s, the agreement between H,(ju/At) and H(e3") naturally improves. Also included in Fig. 2 is the Matlab "impinvar" result (labeled "Matlab FR'), which is quite inaccurate for all values of frequency (for all A t ) for both magnitude and phase. It has been verified that Matlab's "impinvar" gives, for a given value of At in this example, a numerical version of (12), which appears at the bottom of the previous page. Equation (12) was derived by incorrectly assuming, along with "impinvar," that (2) is true. The error again results because of both the double pole being incorrectly handled and the Ate factors missing from sampling t'-' for the high-order-pole terms and from the factor At = h(n)/h,(nAt) required for all terms. The solution provided in [2] and [3] is different from (12) but is also incorrect; again, the complexity produced by the multiple operations of -z d / d z is missing. An alternative way of expressing the correct transform of multiple-order poles is possible. It is based on the following identity, which is valid only for the particular case of the sequences ( n~t ) ' e x p ( s , , n~t ) ,
Plots of H , ( j w / A t ) and H(e3") versus w are shown in
Equation (13) - guarantees (13). Use of the left-hand side of (13) for impulse-invariant transformation is seemingly slightly simpler (and is the formula given in some z-transform tables for Z T { L T -l { & ! / ( s -S~~)~+ ' }~~= . A see, e.g., [6] and [7] , both of which include yet another relevant error'), although it is less intuitive than use of the definitive property
supporting the right-hand side of (13).
Because the right-hand side of (13) deals with polynomials of z (rather than of esat), it is easier to program in Matlab, so it is used here.
The author has written Matlab code that automatically correctly calculates the coefficients of H ( z ) for any proper H , (s) , including the case of multiple-order poles of any orders. This code involves exact symbolic calculation of the nested derivatives in the { -zd/dz}' property (e.g., the vector [3 4 -51 representing 32' +4z -5 becomes under -z d / d z , [-6 -4 01, representing -6z2-4z). A routine for symbolically differentiating rational functions had to be written, as well as a variety of other supporting routines for rational function manipulations, array operations, and verification of the correctness of the aliased portions of the curves in Fig. 2 . In the example above, this code produces numerical versions of (1 lb) for any value of At selected and was used in generating Fig. 2 .
IV. CONCLUSION The problems discussed above highlight the danger of blind acceptance of commercial software. Results that appear seemingly innocent or correct may be found to be false on close scrutiny. Impulse invariance is a convenient discretization procedure; this correspondence has pointed out some pitfalls and offered solutions. 
A Conjecture on Iterated Three-Point Median Filter
Xingwei Zhou and Wanzhou Ye Abstract-In this correspondence, we prove the following conjecture: The N times iterated three-point median filter (1, 1, l) N is equal to a weighted median filter; we also prove that the weighted median filter is unique in certain sense. 
In particular
Formula 6: For every p , 0 5 p 5 i ( i V -4)
